Magnetic domains characterization of crystalline Fe3O4 under DC and AC magnetic field.
Fe3O4 nanoparticles with crystallite sizes around 10 nm were synthesized by an emulsion method. X-ray diffractometer (XRD) shows that nanocrystalline Fe3O4 possesses face center cubic structure. The magnetic characteristics are investigated by magnetic force microscopy (MFM). Magnetic field directions were applied parallel and perpendicular to the Fe3O4 sample surface for magnetic measurements. Under the perpendicular magnetic field, the phase images of most magnetic nanoparticles exhibit bright or dark MFM contrast. In comparison, the parallel field phase images display a bright-dark dipole MFM contrast, with in-plane magnetic domain configurations. Furthermore, the investigation of strip domains inside Fe3O4 particles under altering magnetic fields indicates the existence of magnetic anisotropy energies, dipole energies as well as inter-grain coupling energies inside the clusters. This approach for probing magnetic responses on nanoscale magnetic domains can be further extended to the analysis of local physical features.